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SPOT PRICES CFR BASIS 
Click for Price History   Price Range  Four weeks ago US CTS/LB 
IPA: 
INDIA USD/MT +25 1285-1310 +30 1260-1280 58.29-59.42 
MIDDLE EAST USD/MT +20 1285-1310 +30 1265-1280 58.29-59.42 
ACETONE: 
INDIA USD/MT +25 1200-1225 +30 1175-1195 54.43-55.56 
MIDDLE EAST USD/MT +20 1200-1210 +10 1180-1200 54.43-54.88 
ETHYL ACETATE: 
MIDDLE EAST USD/MT +10 910-930 +20 900-910 41.28-42.18 
Note: The prices are for 300-1000Mt spot cargoes 
MIDDLE EAST: Saudi Arabia, UAE, Iran, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman, Qatar 
   
NOTE: for full details on the criteria ICIS pricing uses in making these price assessments visit www.icispricing.com and 
click on “methodology”. 
 
The deltas in the Solvents (Middle East/India) weekly report 
dated 8 January 2014 reflect changes from 18 December as 
25 December and 1 January were both non-publishing 
days. For more information, please check the publishing 
schedule at www.icispricing.com. 
Mideast solvent prices rise on January, February deals and 
discussions 
Spot solvent prices in India and the Middle East rose in the 
week ended 8 January, tracking deals and discussions for 
January and February shipments. 
Spot IPA prices rose on the back of higher-priced deals for 
January shipments that ensued as producers hiked their offers 
following firming feedstock propylene and acetone prices. 
Limited availability of acetone in Asia was also said to have led 
to higher IPA offers. 
Spot acetone prices rose, tracking higher-priced deals and 
discussions for January-loading cargoes and higher selling 
indications for February shipments. Tight availability in the 
regional markets also led to a sharp increase in the domestic 
prices in India. 
Indian acetone demand was heard to remain largely stable, 
and several importers looked to receive offers for February 
shipments expected to be made in the following week. 
However, the impending decision on anti-dumping duties 
(ADDs) investigations on Taiwanese and Saudi Arabian imports 
expected to be announced by late January led some buyers to 
assume a cautious stance, and some said they looked to 
purchase smaller volumes than usual.  
Furthermore, the upcoming Lunar New Year holiday in 
February and falling acetone prices in China led some 
importers to expect a downward trend in offers for February 
discussions. 
Spot ethyl acetate prices in the Middle East were assessed as 
higher, tracking higher offers and buying ideas for cargoes from 
a regional producer as well as Indian lots. Prices were said to 

have risen on the back of higher costs of feedstock acetic acid. 
However, buying interest for Indian lots remained subdued, as 
these were deemed high as compared to competitive prices 
from the regional producer. 
IPA 
In India, a 1,500 tonne US cargo booked for end-December 
shipment was delayed to January, with a deal price of 
$1,285/tonne CFR India. 
A separate 1,000 tonne southeast Asian cargo shipping was 
heard purchased for January shipment to the east coast at 
$1,330/tonne CFR India. The equivalent deal price on a west 
coast basis was said to be $1,310/tonne CFR India, $20/tonne 
lower than the east coast. The deal price included in the 
assessed range is on a west coast basis, in line with the ICIS 
methodology. 
A Chinese cargo of around 1,000 tonnes was heard concluded 
for January shipment to the east coast, but this could not be 
confirmed. 
In the Indian domestic market, offers rose to Indian rupees 
(Rs) 97.00/kg ex-tank, up from Rs95.00-96.00/kg ex-tank in late 
December. Deals and discussions for these lots were heard at 
Rs95.00/kg ex-tank, also up from a previous Rs91.00-92.00/kg 
ex-tank. 
Spot prices in the Middle East markets were assessed as 
higher, in line with the uptrend in deals to India amid subdued 
bulk import discussions. 
Bulk European cargoes were heard offered in the regional 
markets at $1,450/tonne ex-tank Jebel Ali. 
In the drummed IPA market, regional importers' buying ideas 
for drummed lots were heard at $1,470-1,480/tonne CFR 
Middle East, while Taiwanese drummed cargoes were heard 
offered at $1,530/tonne CFR Middle East. 
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Drummed cargoes are not included in the assessed range as 
the assessment is done for bulk cargoes, in line with the ICIS 
methodology. 
Acetone 
A Taiwanese producer said it has a spot availability of around 
1,000-2,000 tonnes for February shipment with selling ideas at 
$1,160/tonne FOB Taiwan, equivalent to $1,220-1,225/tonne 
CFR India. The producer said it looked to offer the cargo to 
China, and if the buying ideas received were lower than 
expected, it would offer to India instead. 
A separate Taiwanese producer that started its plant during the 
week after a scheduled maintenance shutdown (see Production 
news) said it looked to offer February shipments in the following 
week. 
No Thai or Middle Eastern cargoes were heard offered during 
the week. 
In India, a deal was heard concluded for a 1,000 tonne South 
Korean cargo shipping in January at $1,150-1,160/tonne FOB 
South Korea, equivalent to $1,220-1,230/tonne CFR India. 
Deals were heard concluded for two southeast Asian cargoes, 
of 1,000 tonnes each at $1,200/tonne CFR India and at 
$1,215/tonne CFR India for January shipment. These deals 
were said to have been concluded in late December. The 
southeast Asian cargo purchased at $1,200/tonne CFR India is 
expected to be split for the India and Middle East markets. 
On the domestic front in India, prices rose sharply from 
December, on the back of limited product availability in the local 
markets. Prices rose to Rs89.00/kg ex-tank during the week, 
from Rs83.00/kg ex-tank in late December. 
Spot prices in the Middle East also netted an increase, in line 
with the higher deal price for the southeast Asian cargo to 
India/Middle East at $1,200/tonne CFR Middle East. 
Etac 
Offers of cargoes from a regional producer were heard at 
$980/tonne DEL Middle East equivalent to $930-940/tonne 

CFR Middle East, but this could not be confirmed with the 
seller. 
Selling indications of Indian cargoes were heard to have 
increased to $950-960/tonne FOB India, equivalent to $1,000-
1,010/tonne CFR Middle East. Buying interest for Indian 
imports remained capped because of lower offers from the 
regional producer. 
Production news 
South Korea’s LG Chem cut the operating rate at its 
phenol/acetone plant in Daesan because of squeezed margins, 
a company source said on 8 January. 
According to the source, the producer reduced its Daesan plant 
operating rate to 50% capacity from a previous 70%. 
The company is expected to run the plant at the reduced rate 
until the end of the month, the source added. 
Because of the reduced operating rate, the producer will not be 
offering any spot cargoes for January shipment from Daesan, 
the source said. 
LG Chem's plant in Daesan has a nameplate phenol capacity 
of 300,000 tonnes/year and acetone capacity of 180,000 
tonnes/year. 
LG Chem’s phenol/acetone plant at Yeosu, which can produce 
300,000 tonnes/year of phenol and 180,000 tonnes/year of 
acetone, is running at full capacity, the source added. 
Taiwan Prosperity Chemical Corp (TPCC) is expected to 
restart its phenol/acetone plant in Kaohsiung on 8-9 January 
after the completion of a a scheduled maintenance in 
December, a source close to the company said on 8 January. 
The plant, which can produce 360,000 tonnes/year of phenol 
and 220,000 tonnes/year of acetone, was shut on 25 
December for routine maintenance. 
 
($1 = Rs62.21) 

 
 
Pricing information from ICIS is also available via the Dashboard service.   
The ICIS Dashboard is a platform that enables you to see pricing, news and analysis in a single screen. 
Visit http://www.icis.com/moreondashboard to find out more. 
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